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Las Vegas: Our prayers go out to the
victims, family, and friends …
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IN THE QUEUE





TIP training meeting
Sept 28
Citizens’ Academy Muster
Sept 30
Fire Prevention Month
October
RCFCA Leadership Academy Oct 9-12
Need someone to visit with?
The Counseling Group:
Tammy McCoy-Arballo: 760-885-6952

FIRE DISPATCH I 70-year Anniversary
Captain Sean DeGrave - TRAINING DIVISION

October Issue Features:
 The Art of Staging
 Management Versus Leadership
 Correcting Misperceptions of
the Fire Service
 Preparing for the Real Deal
 Wildland Urban Interface
 Company Officer Development
Your digital copy of FIRERESCUE has arrived
EMS Coordinator
Jennifer Antonucci

Friday, Sep 1, 2017 By Carolyn Gates, EMT-P, FP-C [P, FP] , A.J.
Heightman, MPA, EMT P [Editor in Chief, JEMS]

Active shooter incidents seem to have become the norm
in the U.S. and other countries, occurring at soft targets
such as a movie theatre in Aurora, Colo., an elementary
school in Newtown, Conn., and this year's shooting at the
practice for the Congressional Baseball Game in
Alexandria, Va.
SDFD and the San Diego Police Department (SDPD) have
an active shooter policy and has been training for these
types of incidents for several years.

On April 30, 2017, crews from the San Diego Fire
Department (SDFD) and American Medical Response
were dispatched to a shooting at an apartment complex
in La Jolla, an upscale seaside community in San Diego
not typically associated with violent crime.
Early citizen reports to dispatchers didn't paint a clear
picture of what crews would be called upon to manage:
a hostile and dangerous active shooter incident at a
poolside birthday party.

In addition, the San
Diego fire and
police departments
utilize a state-ofthe-art active
shooter training
center that allows
fire, EMS and law
enforcement to
train side by side to
ensure true onscene coordination.
MORE
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The strategies that are needed to keep communities
safe as the fire service moves from the concept of
fire prevention to that of community risk reduction
What's in a name? Actually, quite a bit. On numerous occasions, I've written
about the concepts of community risk reduction (CRR) and do so again for a very
good reason - some people still don't get it! I have run into folks who think if
they change the name of their fire prevention bureau to community risk
reduction bureau, they're done. That doesn't even begin to cover it.
But still the name is important. My former fire chief (and friend) Don Bivins once
told me that if we were going to sell "prevention" to the emergency responders,
we couldn't have a fire prevention member leading the way, and we couldn't
call it prevention. I hated to admit it at the time, but he had a legitimate point.
Nothing seemed to make the eyes roll like talking with some (not all) firefighters
about prevention.
In other departments with which I had experience, the reaction was even more
pronounced. Forget eye rolling, anyone in a white shirt was either an
administration goon or a prevention goon. Neither was thought to be deserving
of real respect or attention.
HERE

Noah “The Mechanic” Praytor
T1: In service

LINK: Build update 
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Battalion Chief Steve Kean
Station 1: Plymovent air compressor

T2: In service

Station 2: Relocating PT equipment

E2: In service
E3: In service

Station 3: Generator transfer switch repair

E4: In service

Station 4: Sink drains

E5: In service
E21: In service
B2: In service
B3: In service
B5: In service
OES: In service
R5: In service

Station 5: Cell tower construction
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Captain Eric Ackerman

Proper Lifting Techniques for EMS
EMS1.com | November 30, 2007 I by Jennifer Milus

Lower back injury is one of the most costly and debilitating of all
work-related injuries in the United States today. And EMS
personnel are especially susceptible to this injury during patient
care. So how do paramedics and EMTs avoid it? The answer is
through proper lifting technique and exercise.
Since lower back injuries are so prevalent, many of you may
already be in pain, and many of these suggestions and techniques
may be unsuitable for your condition. Make sure to discuss any
new exercise regimens with your doctor. If you are interested in
learning more about self-care of lower back pain, visit
www.fireagility.com/articles.php.
Proper Lifting Technique
A majority of on-the-job back injuries stem from lifting patients
during a call, injuries that can be avoided with the proper
technique. In order to lift heavy objects and people safely, a
person must have a very strong awareness of their body and
knowledge of the muscles that contract during specific
movements. For the purposes of this article, I am going to assume
that you are familiar with the major muscle groups of the trunk,
pelvis, hips and legs.
The proper lifting technique can be divided into the following
points:





First, proper lifting begins with the proper position. Get
yourself as close as possible to the object you are intending to
lift. Your feet should be placed apart to provide a stable base.
If it’s possible, have your toes underneath the edges of the
gurney or your feet as close to the body board as possible.
Second, tighten your abdominal muscles and keep your back
flat. Hold this body position until the lift is complete.
Third, lift with your legs. Place your body weight on your heels
and the balls of your feet. Push up by tightening your hips,
hamstrings and glutes as you rise.
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MFR Engineer Academy►
◄This "build a bear" donation
is from Forester Financial
Temecula Valley Legacy
Group. They have provided
bears to us for the last three
years and twice this year.
There are approximately 120
bears. Seen here is Sherry and
Jeff from Forester and our
own Brandon Forsberg.

 No…we do not water your porch plants in between calls…he was
making his way to the back yard to extinguish a burning motorcycle…

◄ Ribbon
cutting for
the new
Whitewood
extension!
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Engine 3 brought home the hardware as the
2017 CFA Muster Grand Champions!

